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Rosemary Standley

DINOSAUR



RELEASE DATE
16TH SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EDN1078 
Barcode: 5065001530890
Price: LOWER FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: jewel case
LAURA JURD - trumpet & synth
ELLIOT GALVIN - fender rhodes & hammond
organ
CONOR CHAPLIN - electric bass
CORRIE DICK - drums

Together, As One

DINOSAUR

‘Together, As One’ is the third album as a leader from British award-winning trumpet player, composer and bandleader
Laura Jurd and her debut with newly named band Dinosaur. Featuring Laura’s regular collaborators, friends and creative
cohort Elliot Galvin, Conor Chaplin and Corrie Dick, ‘Together, As One’ is a coherently powerful and bold album that not
only confirms her promise as one of the most important young musicians to emerge from the UK jazz scene in recent
years but is also a statement that will launch her music into the international jazz world stratosphere.

Laura Jurd’s rise has already been nothing short of meteoric since she first burst onto the highly creative London scene
in 2010. Very quickly she made a bold statement, releasing two highly acclaimed albums, and was selected as a BBC
New Generation Artist. With her undeniably unique, creative and joyous spirit and approach to music making, she has
developed a formidable reputation as one of the most creative young improvising musicians to emerge from the UK.

With more than six years of immersing themselves in music creation the members of this vibrant and imaginative band
have developed a deep understanding and almost telepathic communication in delivering Laura’s playful, edgy
compositions. Adjusting the focus to include electronic instruments (electric bass, fender rhodes and synths) the music
adopts a fiery and edgy sound reminiscent of later Miles Davis albums. Seamlessly switching between synth and
trumpet, Jurd effortlessly commands and leads the band through eight eclectic and compelling originals.

Dinosaur will be on tour in the UK from late October and will be featured on the front cover of Jazzwise (Oct issue).
Extensive press coverage is expected on the album. 

Track listing:
1. Awakening 8:33
2. Robin 6:50
3. Living, Breathing 6:37
4. Underdog 2:50
5. Steadily Sinking 1:49
6. Extinct 9:29
7. Primordial 7:46
8. Interlude 2:56



RELEASE DATE
16TH SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EDNLP1078 
Barcode: 5065001530906
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 LP
LAURA JURD - trumpet & synth
ELLIOT GALVIN - fender rhodes & hammond
organ
CONOR CHAPLIN - electric bass
CORRIE DICK - drums

Together, As One LP

DINOSAUR

LIMITED EDITION VINYL LP IN GATEFOLD SLEEVE

‘Together, As One’ is the third album as a leader from British award-winning trumpet player, composer and bandleader
Laura Jurd and her debut with newly named band Dinosaur. Featuring Laura’s regular collaborators, friends and creative
cohort Elliot Galvin, Conor Chaplin and Corrie Dick, ‘Together, As One’ is a coherently powerful and bold album that not
only confirms her promise as one of the most important young musicians to emerge from the UK jazz scene in recent
years but is also a statement that will launch her music into the international jazz world stratosphere.

Laura Jurd’s rise has already been nothing short of meteoric since she first burst onto the highly creative London scene
in 2010. Very quickly she made a bold statement, releasing two highly acclaimed albums, and was selected as a BBC
New Generation Artist. With her undeniably unique, creative and joyous spirit and approach to music making, she has
developed a formidable reputation as one of the most creative young improvising musicians to emerge from the UK.

With more than six years of immersing themselves in music creation the members of this vibrant and imaginative band
have developed a deep understanding and almost telepathic communication in delivering Laura’s playful, edgy
compositions. Adjusting the focus to include electronic instruments (electric bass, fender rhodes and synths) the music
adopts a fiery and edgy sound reminiscent of later Miles Davis albums. Seamlessly switching between synth and
trumpet, Jurd effortlessly commands and leads the band through eight eclectic and compelling originals.

Dinosaur will be on tour in the UK from late October and will be featured on the front cover of Jazzwise (Oct issue).
Extensive press coverage is expected on the album. 

Track listing:
Side A
1. Awakening 8:33 / 2. Robin 6:50 / 3. Living, Breathing 6:37 / 4. Underdog 2:50
Side B
1. Steadily Sinking 1:49 / 2. Extinct 9:29 / 3. Primordial 7:46 / 4. Interlude 2:56



RELEASE DATE
16TH SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: World Village
File Under: World/Algeria
Catalogue No: 479121
Barcode: 3149026012523
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Mehdi Haddab - acoustic and electric oud,
programming, editing   
Pascal “Pasco” Teillet - bass 
Skander Besbes - guitar, keyboards,
programming  
Abdulaye Lo - drums  
Khadim Mbaye - percussion 
Moussa Ngom - electronic marimba 
Julien Perraudeau - keyboards  
Alioune Seck - percussion  
with special guests: Pape Oumar Ngom - guitar
(1, 2, 3); Sami Bishai - violin (5, 7); Pape Diouf -
vocals (6); Hindi Zahra - vocals (8)

Big Blue Desert

SPEED CARAVAN

Seven years on from the release of their debut album Kalashnik Love (on Real World), the genre-defying Arabic rock
blasters are back with a second album, lead as ever by the flamboyant electric oud maestro Mehdi Haddab. Raised on
the psychedelics of the sixties and the heavy metal of the seventies, Haddab is an oud hero akin to the guitar heroes of
rock lore. 

 Having travelled all over the world, he chose Dakar, Senegal, in which to make this new Speed Caravan album. All
electric, the strings of his abrasive instrument are at the heart of a hallucinatory ceremony which marries the native
mbalax percussive rhythms to the core trio's oud, guitar and electronics. Hindi Zahra and Pape Diouf contribute vocals to
one track each. Along with a trace of kitsch and an appeal to the imagination, it all gives joyful energy and brilliant rhythm
to a Big Blue Desert…

Track listing:
1. KEEP GOING 4:33 
2. NICE NICE 4:40 
3. BLACK SAHARA 4:23 
4. THESE DAYS 5:15 
5. OCEAN STREET 3:38 
6. THE WARRIORS 4:34 
7. ORGASMOCRACY 4:53 
8. DESERT TRIP 3:12 
9. SIXTY SOMETHING 3:45 



RELEASE DATE
16TH SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: World Village
File Under: World/Algeria
Catalogue No: 33479121 
Barcode: 3149026000773
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 LP
Mehdi Haddab - acoustic and electric oud,
programming, editing   
Pascal “Pasco” Teillet - bass 
Skander Besbes - guitar, keyboards,
programming  
Abdulaye Lo - drums  
Khadim Mbaye - percussion 
Moussa Ngom - electronic marimba 
Julien Perraudeau - keyboards  
Alioune Seck - percussion  
with special guests: Pape Oumar Ngom - guitar
(1, 2, 3); Sami Bishai - violin (5, 7); Pape Diouf -
vocals (6); Hindi Zahra - vocals (8)

Big Blue Desert LP

SPEED CARAVAN

180g VINYL LP WITH DOWNLOAD CODE

Seven years on from the release of their debut album Kalashnik Love (on Real World), the genre-defying Arabic rock
blasters are back with a second album, lead as ever by the flamboyant electric oud maestro Mehdi Haddab. Raised on
the psychedelics of the sixties and the heavy metal of the seventies, Haddab is an oud hero akin to the guitar heroes of
rock lore. 

Having travelled all over the world, he chose Dakar, Senegal, in which to make this new Speed Caravan album. All
electric, the strings of his abrasive instrument are at the heart of a hallucinatory ceremony which marries the native
mbalax percussive rhythms to the core trio's oud, guitar and electronics. Hindi Zahra and Pape Diouf contribute vocals to
one track each. Along with a trace of kitsch and an appeal to the imagination, it all gives joyful energy and brilliant rhythm
to a Big Blue Desert…

Track listing:
Side A
1. KEEP GOING 4:33 
2. NICE NICE 4:40 
3. BLACK SAHARA 4:23 
4. THESE DAYS 5:15 
5. OCEAN STREET 3:38 
Side B
1. THE WARRIORS 4:34 
2. ORGASMOCRACY 4:53 
3. DESERT TRIP 3:12 
4. SIXTY SOMETHING 3:45 
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